The following is an accurate account of the issues and
outcomes of a crime committed April 27th, 2017
involving two “not so innocent” parties.

COMPLETED CASE FILE

#207 9:22 AM

Charge: MANSLAUGHTER

VICTIM

ACCUSED



INCIDENT REPORT
April 27th, 2017 @ 9:22 AM….. report of the victim collapsing and being unresponsive on Interstate 805,
Southbound in or near National City, CA 10:14 AM … EMS services arrive at the scene, attempt
resuscitation and immediate emergency care, patient was taken to a local Clinic (Onager’s) for professional
treatment. 11:12 AM Patient was pronounced DOA.



AUTOpsy Report

Victim: 57 year old, born 1960 in Stuttgart, West Germany. Emigrated to California USA with adopted
parents at age one. Subject appears to be physically fit, well preserved for age, no decrepitness or cancer.
Evidence of some vanity but no surgery. Life of relative leisure, never hauled or taxied, and not a world
traveler (only 80,000 miles)
Medical History: Retired at age 42 and became completely inactive for over 15 years. Resuscitated back
into service 5 months ago, heart problems, suspension problems, no ability to stop, all major organs tested
and R&R’d, but no record of significant body injuries or surgeries.
DOA: Apparent major failure on April 27, 2017 @ 9:22 am Southbound Interstate 805, National City CA.
AUTOpsy Initial Findings: After careful inspection of internal organs and systems the following
maladies were noted:
●
●
●

lesions prominent in the head (cause still under investigation) no trauma or membrane damage,
major blood loss which could have created low pressure
significant de-hydration either causing or from excessive heat

●
●

scoliosis and debris of the fuel liver
See Attached EXHIBIT A of AUTOpsy photos

AUTOpsy Determination:  The results were inconclusive,  it has been deemed either
manslaughter or natural causes Manslaughter by operator error. Fatal damage may have directly
occurred due to operator aiding and abetting over-exertion. Operator may also have been negligent
by allowing de-hydration thus creating excessive stress. Natural causes by creating marginal internal
systems by prolonged inactivity and then stressing these frailties, resulting in total impairment.
CORONER’s Recommendation: An arrest should be made. It is up the District Attorney to sort things
out.
District Attorney’s INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
After considerable man-hours dedicated to seeing justice served, the following relevant evidence
has been gathered by D.A. investigators thru expert witnesses, extensive interviews, and further
CSI lab work. The findings:
● radiator wept thru numerous ulcerated fissures, not enough to puddle when cool,
● water circulation failure, pump gasket and bearing failure suspected
● extremely low blood pressure, faulty pressure gauge, clogged arteries

●

Operator was an idiot

Investigation Conclusion:
Death by unnatural causes associated with overexertion and an inactive lifestyle.
Facts The facts suggest that operator abuse/malfeasance may have causal effects on
overexertion. BUT evidence also supports that an inactive life-style was the cause. It is
recommended that a GRAND JURY be convened to establish fault. The arrested has been
remanded and bail hearing scheduled for 9AM. A public defender has been assigned to
Case # 207 9:22
 RAND JURY
G
A grand jury was empanelled to secretly hear all testimony and answers to their questions After the
Prosecutor’s presentation of facts and the Defense’s rebuttals, the jurors deliberated for 2 hours
and 40 minutes. Returning with the following verdict:
In the matter of victim’s death and the charge of manslaughter we find:
NOT GUILTY**But, CULPABLE for such S
 upreme Stupidity as to endanger and harm the old and feeble.
 With the recommended sentence of restitution by the accused.
The arrested has been released, all charges dropped, BUT punitive damages $'s are just beginning.

Moral: you can never be paroled for the crime of stupidity.

Case #2017-922

EXHIBIT A AUTOpsy Photos

Caution!!! The following photos are not for the feint of heart, or any gear-heads.

The Victim

AUTOpsy

The MORGUE with VICTIM’s GUTS

CANCERED PISTONS

Identification

HEAD TRAUMAS

ULCERATED RADIATOR

ENTRAILS

